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 Various Courses, especially in Electronics. through its interfiled operation; So this 

article Considers Some of the newest and the most important progresses in Nano – 

electronics, such as making electronic chat band, Considerable in pattern Silicons and 

using Nano-wires to conduct flow in molecular transistor and producing more efficient 

and more light LEDs, and Using Silicon Nano-purticles for making them in order to 

decrease use of their poisonous materials, as well as using Carbon Nano-wires with so 
smaller Sizes for making smaller and more efficient electronic pieces in comparison 

with the past, and exploitation from graphene in electronics 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 It Future electronics will be able to utilize molecules in calculation. In the circumstance, Nano – molecule 

Can be charged in the tasks that are accomplishing at present. In this article, it is considered Some of the most 

recent experiments and their results that we will discuss about them in the following. 

 

2. Small sizes carbon Nano-wires: 

 Carbon nano-wires have unique features that cause to use them in various domains. For example it is 

possible to use these materials in producing electronic pieces, power generators, and light building materials. 

Thorough this new process, in which it is created nano-wires with diamond Configuration inside of carbon 

Nano-tubes, it is possible to produce Special Carbon nano-wires. 

These nano-Structures have diamond – like Configuration. 

 In this process molecules, with a diamond – like structure, are connected together inside a carbon nano-

tube.  

 HR-TEM photos, Raman Spectra, and the results of the structural transition show that under electron beam 

irradiation, carbon nano-wires can be produced. These nano-wires have a structure of diamond configuration 

3sp. These observations are consistent with the results obtained. 

 There are Various configurations of carbon in nature, that diamond and graphite are of them. Graphite is a 

two-dimensional steucture, in which carbon atoms have a honeycomb structure, but diamond is a three-

dimensional structure and cases-like.  

 Recent years, other configurations have been found, such as fullerenes, carbon nano-tubes, grapheme, nano-

diamonds, and diamondways. 

 Diamondways has silke al kane molecules with cage-shaped configuration. This compound also is called 

miniaturized diamond, in which Hydrogen atoms are attached to the outer surface of each other. Nano-wires 

have Several applications. Scientists produce nano-wires with different diameters, from 50 to 100 nm. Also, 

carbon nano-wires with a diamond configuration is produced, that by reducing dimensions of the wires, they can 

be used in a scanning tunneling microscope. Nuguya researchers from Japan, to achieve the goal, raised the idea 

of connecting diamondways. By connecting these structures can be produced long and very thin wires. For this 

purpose, it can be opened diadamantan structure. Diadamantan is a kind of diamandways, that is made of two 

diamond-like cases. Then, it attached a group of carbonic acid to the end of these molecules.  

 These molecules are transferred to the gas phase, the synthesis process to be started. The gas enters into 

carbon nano-tubes, and nano-tubes with a diameter of 3nm is ideal for this purpose. These materials are 
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connected to each other inside the nano-tubes and creat a string. When the tempreture increases to 600°c, fusion 

process occurs and stranded wire with a diameter of 0.75 nm is caused [1]. 

 

3. The use of silicon nanoparticles instead of toxic substances: 

 Quantum dots of semiconductor crystals ara nano scales which if electric current is applied, they will glow 

and come in different colors. Since these Compounds were discovered in the 1980s, several studies have been 

performed on them, because these Compounds have numerous applications in various fields. Quantum dots with 

lower power Consumption and higher performance can be used in devices such as displays and photovoltaic 

cells [2]. Unfortunately, the toxicity of these elements (cadmium sulfide and lead compounds) make difficult to 

use them. Therefore, optical emission is nontoxic silicon-based device, that can be a good option in this field. 

Recently, silicon light emission diodes with adjustable color is produced. The wavelength of these devices Can 

be adjusted easily, from 680 nm to 625 nm, by varying nano scale silicon. It can change in color range from 

yellow/orange in this kind of LED, while other LEDs have color change ultimately to near-infrared. In fact, it is 

the first yellow / orange LED, which is based on the size of the silicon nano crystals. Seperation of particle sizes 

respectively, Causing the device lifetime increases. Silicon nanocrystals of this LED attached to the Benzene 

Lyl which is produced using Solid state synthesis [3].The resulting nanoparticles are colloidal, and stable in 

toluene. These particles are from 1 to 3 nm, and show photoluminescence emission up to 43%. These 

nanoparticles can be used in the production of silicon – based light emission, also they can be used as a 

converter to create white color. One of the challenges of researchers is to increase future the efficiency of these 

particles. However 43 percent efficiency the researchers have it currently, is impressive, but it is difficult to 

increase performance [4].  

 

4. Production of move efficient and brighter LED: 

 Diodes can be produced by this method, are more efficient and lighter. The findings of this study are patent 

and in the process of administrative record. These findings can reduce the cost of LED production [5]. In recent 

years, many researchers are intended to produce brighter and smarter LEDs. Researchers are going to find more 

long – lived, more efficient, and more compatible with the environment, But yet there are problems such as low 

lighting, poor performance, and low efficiency in the produced LEDs [6].To solve this problem, it must be 

changed the materials used to manufacture LEDs. Because a large part of the light gets stuck within LED, they 

have a small performance. The current LEDs are about 25% efficienct, that is, 75% of the light produced is not 

able to leave LED's structure. To solve this problem, we smooth the surface of LED. Indeed, the creation of 

nanoscale pore on the surface of LED, can increase the release of the light. Although roughen process leads to 

increase the output beem, and thus increases the efficiency of LED, but the process occurs randomly, that is, the 

structure that are applied on LED. Are not controlled [7]. 

 However, this method can be used to create the LED structure with maximum efficiency. These structures 

are like stars columns, each column is formed of 5 nanolayers. These columns are able to bring out the light 

from LED and make it to come into the in viron ment. 

 The results showed that with this method, the efficiency can be increased to 70%. It means 70% of the light 

comes out of LED, and only 30% gets stuck in LED [8].  

 

5. The use of grapheme in elerctronics: 

 Computational and theoretical studies on graphen sheets indicates properties that could lead to their use in 

components and optical electronic circuits.  

 Interaction of grapheme sheets in a specific arrengment, makes controlling light at the nanoscale to be more 

effective. Passing light Rays through a Single sheet of grapheme have much more effective yields versus 

emission of parallel light rays through a single sheet.  This property can have important applications in imaging 

nanostructures with super – lenses and Focusing the light at the nanoscale. In conventional optical devices, the 

light is controllrd and conducted through structures on the scale of the wavelength of light, and this scale is 

much larger than the thickness of the grapheme. Using surface plasmons, that massive movement of electrons 

occurs on the surface of conductive materials, the light can be focused to a few nanometers.  

 By calculating the propagation of surface plasmons, in the structures that are included single atomic 

grapheme sheets, separated by an insulting material, we can get that for separation distances about 20 nm, 

surface plasmons in graphen sheets interact with each other, so that they get together (see gig). The extent of 

binding measured in graphene is much more stronger then other materials and significantly affects the propation 

of light between the sheets. (Figure 1). 

For example, the loss of light is reduced and, as a result, light emission is possible for longer distances.  

 Moreover, at certain angles of light is expected incoming ray diffraction occurs in the opposite direction of 

what would normally be. This opposite refraction leads to a remarkable effect suchas getting super-lens, which 

makes it possible to zoom images without limitation. Since graphene is a semiconductor, can have more 

functionality then other Plasmon equipment. Given that changing of the properties of graphen is possible easily 
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through external stimulus, such as applying an electrical voltage, the dynamic control devices will be possible. 

Graphene can also cause plasmons connect to other adjacent components more effectively, such as molecules 

adsorbed on the surface.[9]. 

 
Fig. 1: Energy levels of graphene plasmons in an array consisting of four pages. Each page represents a 

different surface plasmon energy, which is caused by different numbers of electrons in graphene page 

[10] 

 

6. Graphene electronic with patterned Silicon carbide: 

 By creating of graphen structures on the nanometer "steps" carved on silicon carbide, it is possible to creat a 

significient electronic chat band in a material that is suitable for room temperature. The use of nanoscale 

topography to control the properties of graphen can help in making transistors and other devices and opens the 

way for the development of entirely carbon integrated circuits. In this study, a chat band, approximately half the 

size of an electron volt, is measured located in 1.4 nm of the curved parts of grapheme nano-ribbons, then this 

development could open a new path toward grapheme electronics. But, it is unclear why graphen nano-ribbons, 

when they are bending to enter into micro-channels with a depth of approximately 20 nm, which is created in 

silican carbide wafer, become semiconductor. But strain caused the bending of the carbon network, associated 

with the confinement of electrons, can be causes of the creation of chat band. (Figure 2). 

 
Fig. 2: Experimental arrangement for the measurement of graphene on silicon carbide channels. This study 

revealed a significant electronic Bandgp this matter [11] 

 

 Production of graphen semi conductor structures begins using electron beam to dig the channel in polished 

silicon carbide. Using photolithography, tens of thousands of graphen ribbons grow in the width of the stairs in a 

high tempreture furnace. Channel edges get smoother while they are growing. There fore, growth time should be 

carefully controlled, to prevent the hyper-melting of silicon carbide narrow contoures [12].  

 It should be also controlled to make the grapheme in a particular direction, in order to grow carbon atom 

network in the direction of "Armchair". Not only this technique allows the creation of chat band in this material, 

but also it provides the possibility to make quite grapheme integrated circuit without the need of causing 

resistance to the interface. On each side, the semiconductor grapheme part retains its nano-ribbons of metallic 

properties.  

 By grapheme growth down a channel edge and then up the other side, you can make tow connected 

schottky barriers (a fundamental element of semiconductor devices), which can be useful for making transistors 

(Figure 3). 
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Fig. 3: Image of atomic force microscopy (AFM) Grafyth channels with a depth of 18 nm [14] 

7. Suitable connections for molecular electronics: 

  A wire can hardly be thin as desired. However, recorded dimensions of quantum wires will create new 

opportunities, but in this regard, there are still challenges. Now leonard Gril and colleagoues, from Fritz Haber 

institute, have been overcome the challenges. They began their work with a narrow grapheme ribbons. Firstly, 

they evaporated molecular components of grapheme ribbon on the surface. 

 These molecules were prepared by chemical ties, so that initially took the from of a chain, eventually 

formed a hard, flat ribbons (Figure 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Electrical circuit with nano-cables [15] 

 

Then, the researchers began their major project:  

Conductivity measurement of a single nanowire in terms of its length.  

 The measurements showed that the flow along the wire graphen, as copper wire, can not be conductivity 

due to relatively low resistivity. Unlikely, electrons flows along the wire with a quantum mechanical process: 

they make tunnel through it, only quantum particles can tunnel, they have always done so, when faced with an 

insurmountable barrier in terms of the laws of classical physics and is resistant [16].  

 Howere, these particles cross the dam only because of the quantum properties. The width of the barrier is 

greater, fewer electrons will pass through it.  

Also, the scientists showed for the first time, how the load transfer depends on the electron energy. 

 If they select electron energy so that they accord to molecular orbitals energy, then loading will 

immediately improve [17].  

 The other experiment finding of these researchers indicates to the full nanowires : Nature of electron 

transfer depends on the formation of ribbon edges.  

 The scientists have created a distinction between zigzag and Armchair structure. In Armchair structure, the 

carbon atoms are arranged in such a way that is reminiscent of a raw of seats and lever of seats, whereas in 

zigzag pattern, they jast have a simple design of up and down. 

 

Conclusions: 

 Using the mentioned methods in this article, It is possible to overcome the limitation of today industry, 

which is known to silicon electronics. Electronic components can be smaller and move profitable.  
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 For example very small transistors can be manufactured using nano-wires (much smaller than today's 

transistors), and used to speed up computers, and or LED diodes made with more interest then before, helped the 

productivity components to increase, and grapheme powder in electric batteries can be used instead of graphite.  

 Anyway, it is an undeniable fact that, regarding created constraints, in molecular lithography and its 

approaching to desired downsizing, electronic industry requires a leap from microelectronics to nanoelectronics, 

and in this way can use new methods such as the methods described in this article. 
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